


Human Rights Day is a holiday

that is celebrated all over the 

world.  It’s an anniversary of 

signing the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. 



We celebrate Human Rights Day 

on 10th of December.



Human Rights Day is devoted to human rights
advocates. We celebrate their courage because
they are often badly persecuted or imprisoned. 
They protect theirs and other people’ rights. It’s 

very hard work so we must appreciate their
effort.

Tadeusz Mazowiecki – brave human

rights advocate



There’s a lot of symbols of Human Rights Day but 

each one has one important transfer that

every human has its rights.   

Human’s freedom

We are all community

We should help other people

Our skin 

colour or

religion

doesn’t

matter –

everobody

has rights.  



In the early centuries, human rights and their protection were

already considered. Deprivation of liberty without a trial or a legal 

order was forbidden. The personal and property inviolability of the 

Polish nobility was implemented. Freedom was considered 

inextricably linked with man. The most important values were: life, 

freedom, happiness. It was considered that people are born and 

remain equal and that freedom, property and security are basic

rights. At the end of the 18th century, personal inviolability and 

religious freedom were introduced.





Motto of Human Rights Day

Remember!

The most important motto of Human Rights Day is: 

,,We are all born free’’, what means that

everybody who was born is free. Nobody have

right to harm us or hurt with a word on purpose. 

Our skin colour or professed religion doesn’t

affect on the way we are treated by other

people.    



UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IS ONE 

OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCUMENT IN OUR WORLD

SO WE CELEBRATE SIGNING IT. PEOPLE HAVE FOUGHT

FOR IT FOR MANY YEARS. IT’S A SET OF BASIC 

RIGHTS THAT A HUMAN RECEIVES AFTER BIRTH.



THANKS FOR ATTENTION
BY MARTYNA U. 7D


